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Abstract- The document targets towards analysis current braille characters, emphasis it’s insufficiencies at instructing 

approaches aimed at little kids with recommend apparent results. This document concentrates largely upon the practice 

of braille and typography collectively with the fundamental braille writing system and is essential for constructive 

progress in association for blind kids. The principal thought at the back of the document was to develop a specimen for 

educational purpose for the blind kids in upcoming and thus providing an educational aid. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Communication is a process of transfer of information from 

one person to other through proper media. Although there are 

innovative procedural and unique tools aimed at the 

unsighted, availability of various typefaces for 

communication for blind is negligible which is not in the case 

of sighted people. 

The following questions are raised- 

 

What is the purpose to associate braille and typography with 

education? 

 

Aren’t the pioneering equipment sustaining braille ways and 

means of acquiring writing system? 

 

Evolving innovative method for acquiring blind writing 

system accompanied by presenting pictorial signs is capable 

of fulfilling the interaction gap. Technical aspects of 

typesetting are omitted seeing the sighted however possess 

influence by plain sans serif alphabet absorbing for visionless. 

Sans serif alphabets are comfortably legible as compared to 

serif alphabets. 

 

Typography may be defines as the systematic ability to 

assemble typeface towards creating printed linguistic 

comprehensible and fascinating once demonstrated. The 

braille script was essential because numerous method was 

investigated prior the creation then had failed. Braille is an 

arrangement of elevated points upon surface which symbolize 

an alphabet that can be sensed with the index and middle 

finger of the visionless individual to decode produced 

linguistic. 

 
Fig. 1. Braille writing system [1]. 

 

Origin for representing the letterforms was done by arranging 

elevated points in a unit with the above braille writing system. 

This investigating documentation is targeted towards kids 

from preschool to eighth standards. 

 

II. EVALUATION 

 

A.  Learning Approaches 

The primeval techniques of training blind writing system are 

same as the recent means. But there is nothing is achieved as 

a milestone in educational curriculum. Discomforts are 

observed for all object recognition as it is a difficult process. 

Together sighted and unsighted kids are able to sense 

acquainted substances effortlessly.By combining blind 

writing system and pictograms which is an essential aspect 

thus delivering a way for the additional basic access by 

creating an educational substance to impart the unsighted 

preschool to eighth standard kids. 

 

B. Difficulties 

The entire embossed picture can’t be recognized. The word 

introduction using external objects by developing the tactile 

symbol system is the simplest way to deliver a particular 

concept but there is no ideal educational substance. Below is 

just an example of tactile symbol system. 

 
Fig. 2. Braille and tactile symbols book. 

 

2.Any modification in the established blind writing grid with 

respect to line spacing and paragraph spacing. Alteration in 

the established blind writing grid results to 

miscommunication and hurdle the fundamentals of acquiring 

the braille script. 
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Ideal universal measurements. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Worldwide Blind Writing System Measurements [2]. 

 

3. Area division with exterior. 

Any macro alteration in the area division or dimensions leads 

to miscommunication and inscription because dimension is 

accurately examined hence followed over the decades. For 

educational purpose the paper used for the braille script 

becomes periodically blunt. 

 
Fig. 4. Evaluation of blind writing system [3]. 

 

C. Testimonial 

As mentioned above in difficulties the surface sheet utilized 

for acquiring blind writing system develop some sharpened 

surface periodically. Innovative technology is needed to solve 

this issue. An experiment was designed to recognize new 

symbols parallel to the fundamental braille alphabets. The 

new graphic symbols were designed in existing braille system 

to provide ease and comfort to the blind children for their 

academics. 

 

D.Sampling Unit 

 
 

Fig.5. Test group to confirm braille pictogram ratio and 

research authorization from a Blind School from India 

 

The above figure five, worldwide blind writing system 

dimensions of character is integral with simply pictogram 

positioning is improved. 

 

1.Negative back copper unit including taster dimensions in 

raised pattern. 

2.Positive front Nylo layer including taster dimensions in 

3.raised pattern. 

4.Finalized result highlighted square possessing balanced 

points and correct inter positioning for pictogram. 

The top trials accompanied with blind visionless kids and the 

tutors. 

 

E.Experiment with Statistical Investigation 

Purpose: To test evaluation pace and endurance with respect 

to devised surfaces. 

Element: Visionless kids from standard one to eight. 

 

Investigation substance: Fine paper (120 gsm) from main 

stream blind schools, coated PVC sheet. 

 

Subject matter: Regular surface and coated sheet and 

researched devised content. 

Testing: 

Pilot test amongst kids commencing dissimilar standards with 

similar along with altered devised surface was done. Content 

being different for a child to keep it new than recollecting it 

to minimize the error. 

 

Initially children were asked to recite multiple devised sheets 

of laminated PVC sheet and fine paper (120 gsm). 

 

One week pilot research was conducted and equivalent 

interval so as the attentiveness the kid is constant, seeing 

maturity level with acquisition rendering respective studying 

grades. 

  

Interpretations: 

1.Periodical use of fine paper deteriorated the surface though 

easy for first encounter. 

2.Consistent performance for laminated PVC sheet. 

3.Ceaseless pace for laminated sheet but not for fine paper. 

4.Grades directly proportional to the reading pace. 

 

Outcome: 

Constant rise in reciting was observed between laminated 

surface and regular surface as we approach towards bigger 

standards. The laminated surface was comfortable to cognize 

than regular surface as the braille points were more peculiar 

and long lasting. 

 

  

B.  Methodology 

 

For minor articles like egg, key it was simple to provide for 

physical acquiring nevertheless challenging in massive things 

such as whale, giraffe. Conversely, it’s an elementary volume 

for introduction of character set and vocabularies regardless 

sizes, observed for sighted kid’s volume. Consequently, to get 

a pictogram every object is designed to easiest shape. 
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Fig. 7 Conversion of natural form to easiest shape keeping 

important features to blind writing system units to derive 

pictograms. 

  

 
 

Fig. 6 Testing of durability of papers 

 

Following  experiment  is  supervised  under  the  guidance  

ofsurface and tangible designed surface clearing the concepts. 

i.Braille script alphabet A.Constant results between 

 

 
Fig. 8 Digital devised surface (Top) with actual hardcopy 

(Bottom). 

 

IV. INFERENCE 

 

i. The fundamental book from project delivers comfort 

to children to acquire the letters along pictograms. 

 

ii. Sighted letterforms offer overview with character 

recognition at upcoming interactions. 

iii. Aids towards identification of articles with exterior 

form with pictograms. 

 

iv. Adequate division for volume assists acquisition also 

improves kid’s understanding aids with avaricious capacity. 

 

v. Worldwide dimensions retained resulted exact 

recitation 

speed and accessibility to the kid. 

A testified research project for blind kids existing in culture 

utilizing existing blind writing system and typography 

provide an educational aid. This book being authorized thru 

Smt. Kamla Mehta School for the blind, India, currently 

utilized in educational structure. Thus building independent 

learners and can help them to recognize objects on 

comfortable stage. 

 

V. FORTHCOMING LATITUDE 

 

Book varieties with terminologies, numerous approaches 

possibly applied through devices, methods, appears. 
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